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SUMMARY: This paper describes ongoing research on the Scalable Extraction of Enterprise Knowledge 
(SEEK) project. The SEEK toolkit is a collection of modular components. The components enable rapid 
instantiation of connections to firms’ legacy information sources, (semi)-automatically integrating knowledge in 
the firm with knowledge needed as input to decision support tools. SEEK is not a general-purpose toolkit. 
Rather, it allows extraction of knowledge required by specific types of decision support applications. Thus SEEK 
enables scalable implementation of computerized decision and negotiation support across a network of firms. 
Current development is directed towards support for construction supply chain applications. 
SEEK represents a departure from research and development in shared data standards. Instead, SEEK embraces 
heterogeneity in firms’ information systems, providing the ability to extract and compose knowledge resident in 
sources that vary in the way data is represented and how it can be queried and accessed. This paper outlines the 
business needs for such capabilities, the SEEK information architecture, and reviews the underlying 
technologies (principally, Data Reverse Engineering) supporting SEEK. 

KEYWORDS: legacy system integration, knowledge capture, knowledge composition, data reverse engineering, 
supply chain management, process models. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Our vision is to enable computerized decision and negotiation support among the extended network of firms 
composing the construction supply chain. Recent research has led to an increased understanding of the 
importance of coordination among subcontractors and suppliers (Howell and Ballard 1997; Vrijhoef and Koskela 
1999). There is a role for decision or negotiation support tools to improve supply chain performance, particularly 
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with regard to the user’s ability to coordinate pre-planning and responses to changed conditions (O'Brien et al. 
1995).  

Deployment of these tools requires integration of data and knowledge across the supply chain. Due to the 
heterogeneity of legacy systems, current integration techniques are manual, requiring significant programmatic 
set-up with only limited reusability of code. The time and investment needed to establish connections to sources 
has acted as a significant barrier to adoption of sophisticated decision support tools and, more generally, as a 
barrier to information integration in construction. By enabling (semi-)automatic connection to legacy sources, the 
SEEK (Scalable Extraction of Enterprise Knowledge) project and associated toolkit is directed at overcoming the 
problems of integrating legacy data and knowledge in the construction supply chain.  

An important assumption underlying development of SEEK is that there is and will continue to be significant 
heterogeneity in legacy sources. Thus while the SEEK project does support a long-held goal for computer-
integrated construction (e.g., Brandon et al. 1998; Teicholz and Fischer 1994), it represents a significant 
departure from much current work in developing shared data standards and information models. Rather, the 
SEEK approach embraces a world where there are numerous data models that coexist to support the differing 
applications and views of project participants. The SEEK approach is much in the spirit of development foreseen 
by Turk (2001), who notes that it may be easier to develop translators between data models than it is to develop a 
unifying data model. 

2. MOTIVATION AND CONTEXT 
The SEEK information architecture has the dual abilities to (1) securely extract data and knowledge resident in 
physically and semantically heterogeneous legacy sources and (2) compose that knowledge to support queries 
not natively supported by the sources. This section describes the motivation for these capabilities and the context 
within which SEEK will operate. This motivation and context has driven development of SEEK capabilities and 
choices about implementation. Subsequent sections detail the SEEK architecture and underlying methodologies. 

2.1 Business needs for information integration and SEEK 
Motivation for SEEK stems from the need for coordination of processes across multiple firms (and hence, from a 
technical need to integrate distributed process related information). Consider that any given project may have 
dozens of subcontractors; in turn, each subcontractor may have several suppliers. The large number of firms 
involved in a project requires continual coordination and re-coordination of processes to ensure timely 
production and adequate allocation of resources. Problems due to poor coordination (such as scheduling 
conflicts, materials shortages, etc.) are well documented in the construction literature (e.g., Ballard and Howell 
1998; Bell and Stukhart 1987; Halpin 1993; O'Brien 1997; Wegelius-Lehtonen and Pahkala 1998).  

It is the goal of the SEEK project to automate assembly of process related information for subsequent analysis by 
decision support tools (and hence, facilitate improved processes on projects). Figure 1 depicts the information 
environment of SEEK. There are many firms (principally, subcontractors and suppliers), and each firm contains 
legacy data used to manage internal processes. This data is also useful as input to a project level decision support 
tool. However, the large number of firms on a project makes it likely that there will be a high degree of physical 
and semantic heterogeneity in their legacy systems, making it difficult to connect firms’ data and systems with 
enterprise level decision support tools. It is the role of the SEEK system to act as an intermediary between firms’ 
legacy data and the decision support tool. Note that Figure 1 shows the tool linked to a coordinating firm such as 
a general contractor. This may be appropriate for a scheduling decision support tool. In other applications such as 
detailed production analysis (e.g., Tommelein and Ballard 1997), firms such as larger subcontractors may play a 
coordinating role and host the tool.  
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FIG.1: Information environment of SEEK 

2.1.1 SEEK as a narrow data extraction and composition tool for decision support applications 

SEEK is not intended to be a general-purpose data extraction tool. SEEK does extract a narrow range of data and 
knowledge from heterogeneous sources to support a class of decision support applications. For example, the 
construction literature and related literature in manufacturing describe a growing number of process models to 
improve coordination among firms in the construction supply chain. These models range from scheduling and 
supply extensions (e.g., Shtub 1988) to analytic models of supply chains (e.g., Thomas and Griffin 1996). All of 
these models need similar data (largely resource scheduling, productivity, and cost data) to operate as a useful 
decision or negotiation support tool. Current instantiations of SEEK are built to extract the limited range of 
information needed by these process models to support their use as tools. 

Beyond extraction of data, SEEK is intended to perform knowledge composition. Consider that much of the data 
used for operations in firms is detailed in nature, often mimicking accounting details or a detailed work 
breakdown structure (Barrie and Paulson 1992). This data is too detailed for most decision support models (see 
for example, the supply chain models in Tayur et al. (1999)). SEEK composes the data needed as input for 
analysis tools from data used by applications with other purposes in mind. (Data composition tasks are reviewed 
in section 5 of this paper and a related example is presented in O’Brien and Hammer (2001)). 

2.1.2 High-level functional requirements 

The information environment of Figure 1 and capabilities reviewed above suggest several challenges that 
translate to high-level functional requirements for SEEK: 

• Rapid deployment: The project supply chain comprises a large number of firms and is assembled 
quickly. The system must be deployed swiftly with limited human interaction. 

• Connect to heterogeneous sources: The large number of firms on a project suggests that associated 
legacy sources will not subscribe to uniform data standards but rather present a high degree of 
heterogeneity both physically and semantically. SEEK must accept a wide range of source types. 

• Composition of data: Concomitant with heterogeneous information representation, there is a need 
to compose or mediate data stored in a firm’s legacy sources to support the information needs of 
decision support applications. 

• Security: Firms will generally be unwilling to make their legacy systems open for general 
examination by other firms. The system must filter the data extracted from the underlying sources.  

These functional requirements are reflected in the design of the SEEK architecture presented in section 3. 

2.2 SEEK and its relationship to efforts in data standards 
The SEEK approach to integrating extended enterprise information differs from the approach of recent academic 
and commercial work developing data standards such as the Industry Foundations Classes (IFC) (IAI 1996) and 
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aecXML (aecXML 1999). A core assumption driving development of SEEK is that the multiple firms composing 
a project will not subscribe to a common data standard for process related data. The large number of firms in the 
construction supply chain (easily hundreds and perhaps thousands on large projects) makes it implausible that all 
firms will uniformly subscribe to a common standard. As argued in O'Brien and Hammer (2001), it seems more 
likely that firms will maintain use of legacy applications for process data, selectively transitioning to new 
applications. Our view is similar to those of Amor and Faraj (2001), Turk (2001), and Zamanian and Pittman 
(1999). These authors argue that a single integrated project database and supporting data standard will be not be 
able to contain or reconcile the multiple views and needs of all project participants. They predict that rather than 
a single standard, multiple protocols will evolve over time. Each protocol will be suitable for use by different 
disciplines at a specific phase of the project. The development of trade group standards such as the CIMsteel 
Integration Standards (http://www.cis2.org/) supports their views. It should be noted that CIMsteel and the IFC, 
while each developed from STEP constructs, are not interoperable. Considerable future development work is 
required to make them so (Crowley 1999).  

SEEK also differs from existing efforts as it is focused on process as opposed to product. Zamanian and Pittman 
(1999) note that process models are not well integrated with much of the research in data standards as that work 
has focussed on product models. While limited process extensions have been developed for the IFC, current tests 
suggest that these extensions do not adequately address the needs of the process modelling community (Froese et 
al. 1999; Staub-French and Fischer 2000). We do not argue that the IFC and related standards are not extensible 
to process modelling, but rather that the current limitations and traditional divisions between the process and 
product modelling communities suggest that there will continue to be heterogeneity of applications and data 
formats in practice. The Process Specification Language (PSL) (http://www.mel.nist.gov/psl/) developed by 
NIST also suggests that there will be a range of process models. While PSL is highly descriptive, it is not 
envisaged that it will become a standard but rather it will be used as a kind of process lingua franca for 
translation between models developed in heterogeneous applications (i.e., rather than application one translated 
directly to application two, the translation would be application one to PSL to application two). In much the 
same sense, SEEK will translate process information from one source and translate to another.1  

With a focus on processes, SEEK is not meant to be a replacement for product model data standards. Nor are 
SEEK and specifications like the IFC mutually exclusive; in a world with multiple protocols for different 
applications, many different applications and languages can coexist. But SEEK does represent a paradigm shift 
from a single data model for a single application (and, more broadly, a shift from a single data model for the 
project). SEEK is designed to operate in a world where there is heterogeneity of data models that store data 
related to a class of business/decision support problems. SEEK provides abilities to extract and compose the 
narrow range of data and knowledge related to that class, overcoming the problems imposed by heterogeneity in 
information representation. 

3. SEEK ARCHITECTURE 
In this section a high-level architectural view of SEEK is presented, relating functional capabilities to the 
business context described in section 2. Sections 4 & 5 describe the theory and methods underlying SEEK 
components and a sample application of SEEK data extraction and composition. 

3.1 SEEK functional components 
A high-level view of the SEEK architecture is shown in Figure 2. SEEK follows established mediation/wrapper 
methodologies (e.g., TSIMMIS (Chawathe et al. 1994), InfoSleuth (Bayardo et al. 1996)) and provides a 
software middleware layer that bridges the gap between legacy information sources and decision 
makers/decision support applications. This is seen in Figure 2, where there are three distinct, intercommunicating 
layers: (1) an information Hub, that provides decision support and that mediates communication with multiple 

                                                           
1 It is important to note the PSL cannot automatically discover the information model in a source and develop the 
necessary translations. All translations between PSL and a source language must be developed by experts. 
SEEK, on the other hand, provides for automatic discovery of source data formats. Future developments of 
SEEK may make use of PSL in its internal data format. 
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firms; (2) the SEEK connection tools consisting of the Analysis Module (AM), Knowledge Extraction Module 
(KEM), and Wrapper; and (3) the Firm containing legacy data and systems.  
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FIG.2:  Schematic diagram of the conceptual architecture of the SEEK system and related components 

The Hub provides decision support for the extended enterprise of firms (e.g., the construction supply chain 
containing contractors and suppliers). Information for decision support is gathered from firms through the SEEK 
connection tools. Specifically, the Hub connects to the Analysis Module, which performs knowledge 
composition or mediation tasks (Wiederhold 1998) on legacy data extracted from the Firm. As the AM does not 
cache data, it maintains a real-time connection with the Wrapper, which translates between the data 
representation and query formalism of the Hub/AM and the underlying source(s). 

It is important to note the function of the wrapper between the Hub and the Analysis Module (Figures 2 & 3). 
There may be multiple Hubs with associated diversity among their internal data formats and languages. The 
wrapper enables translation between the data format of the Hub and the AM. As SEEK is limited to specific 
forms of data extraction derived from the decision support capabilities provided by a class (e.g., supply chain 
analysis) of Hubs, it is not envisioned that wrappers between the Hub and AM will be complex or difficult to 
implement. Indeed, provision for a wrapper allows support for multiple Hubs, increasing the scalability of the 
SEEK components.  
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FIG.3: Overview of the interactions between Hub, SEEK components and Firm 

The interactions between the Hub, SEEK components and Firm are summarized in Figure 3. At runtime, (i.e., 
after the SEEK wrapper and analysis module have been configured), the AM accepts a query issued by the Hub 
(QH in Figure 3) that has been converted into a query (QA) that the AM can understand using the wrapper W. The 
AM processes the Hub request and issues one or more queries (QA) to the SEEK wrapper to obtain the relevant 
legacy data needed to satisfy the Hub’s request. The SEEK wrapper produces one or more queries (QL) in a 
format that the legacy source can understand. The legacy source processes QL and returns legacy data (DL) that is 
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transformed by the SEEK wrapper into data (DA) that is tractable to the AM. The AM then processes this data 
and returns a result (RH) via the wrapper W to the Hub that fulfils the original Hub query (QH).  

As SEEK tools must be instantiated for each firm, it is important to provide rapid configuration with minimal 
human support. Instantiation is accomplished semi-automatically during build-time by the knowledge extraction 
module (KEM) that directs wrapper and analysis module configuration. The SEEK wrapper must be configured 
with information regarding communication protocols between SEEK and legacy sources, access mechanisms, 
and underlying source schemas. The analysis module must be configured with information about source 
capabilities and available knowledge and its representation. To produce a SEEK-specific representation of the 
operational knowledge in the sources, domain specific templates are used to describe the semantics of commonly 
used structures and schemas. The KEM queries the legacy source using the initial instantiation of a simple 
(generic) SEEK wrapper. Using data reverse engineering (DRE) techniques, the KEM constructs a representation 
of the legacy schema. The representation includes the semantics of the legacy data determined, for example, 
from queries, data samples, application code, and user input (as required). Using an iterative, step-wise 
refinement process the KEM constructs the mappings (fQ and f D) which extend the access and extraction 
capabilities of the initial wrapper to perform the aforementioned query and data translations, as shown 
schematically in Figure 3. A wrapper generation toolkit (Hammer et al. 1997a) is used to implement the 
customized wrappers. 

Configuration of SEEK components is assisted by a domain expert (i.e., a manager familiar with the data in and 
use of the firm’s legacy systems) to extend the capabilities of the initial, automatic configuration directed by the 
templates in the knowledge extraction module. Use of domain experts in template configuration is particularly 
necessary for poorly documented database specifications often found in older legacy systems. Input from a 
domain expert need not be performed for initial configuration of SEEK components, nor is configuration limited 
to a single set-up period. Domain experts can refine the quality of the data mappings over time, effectively 
expanding the scope and quality of data extraction and knowledge composition as needed.  

3.2 SEEK and security of legacy data 
The SEEK architecture allows secure, privacy constrained filtering of legacy data in two ways. First, as an 
intermediary between Hub and Firm, it restricts access to firm data and answers only specific queries. For 
example, the analysis module may respond to a query about resource availability on given dates with a simple 
affirmative or negative answer. The Hub (and whoever operates the Hub such as a general contractor) need never 
see the firm’s raw data concerning resource allocation to other projects. As firms are justifiably reluctant to share 
details concerning operations, costs, etc., the existence of an intermediary between their legacy information and 
requester is both an important source of security and is an enabler for information integration in practice.2 

                                                          

A second aspect of security is that the firm can limit access to the legacy data available to the SEEK wrapper 
component. This is shown in Figure 4, which depicts an access layer between legacy sources and the wrapper. 
The access layer controls the overall permissions and availability of data. It is likely that the access layer will not 
be SEEK specific but be a general directory services platform that controls both internal and external access to a 
firm’s information systems (Economist 2001). As access levels can change, for each change it will be necessary 
to use SEEK’s KEM to reconfigure the wrapper and AM. Reconfiguration can use knowledge generated during 
previous configuration, speeding setup tasks and increasing accuracy. 

Based on discussion in section 2.2, it is useful to note that Figure 4 depicts a range of legacy sources in the firm, 
including both applications built on industry standards such as the Industry Foundation Classes and other legacy 
applications (e.g., built in-house, based on proprietary software, etc.). SEEK can query both types of legacy 
sources, making use of data standards where available. Moreover, as the access layer allows multiple classes of 
applications to query firm data, SEEK can coexist with other forms of applications that make use of data 
standards (such as shared CAD/product modelling applications). 
 

 
2 This suggests two ways SEEK components may be implemented: First, by firms themselves as their primary 
query mechanism/interface to information hubs. Second, by a trusted third-party provided operating in an 
application service provider (ASP) model. 
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FIG.4: SEEK wrapper and relationship to firm’s legacy sources 

4. DATA REVERSE ENGINEERING AND WRAPPER TECHNOLOGIES IN SEEK 
Development of SEEK is based on two major areas of research: data reverse engineering and source wrapper 
configuration. This section reviews the past and current research in this area. 

4.1 Data Reverse Engineering 
Software reverse engineering (SRE), a well-known practice in computer science, has as its goal the inference of 
program structure and functionality from compiled source code. Similarly, data reverse engineering (DRE) 
refers to the inference of structure and meaning (e.g., schema, relations, and semantics) from databases. As SRE 
is primarily applied to legacy source code, DRE techniques have been applied to legacy source data. For 
example, Aiken (1996) aptly defines DRE as  “…the use of structured techniques to reconstitute the data assets 
of an existing system.” The emphasis on structured techniques is key to economically feasible DRE 
implementations, which attempt to add value to existing data assets by increasing their consistency and ease of 
use within or across organizations (Davis and Aiken 2000). 

Industrial legacy database applications (LDAs) often evolve over several generations of developers, have 
hundreds of thousands of lines of associated application code, and maintain vast amounts of data. In many cases, 
the documentation has become obsolete and the original developers have left the project. In SEEK, a major task 
of DRE is recovery of LDA conceptual structure that is often based on a relational database. Unfortunately, the 
simplicity of the relational model does not support direct description of the underlying semantics, nor does it 
support inheritance, aggregation, n-ary relationships, or time dependencies including design modification history. 
However, relevant information about concepts and their meaning is distributed throughout an LDA. For example, 
procedural code, database schema, parameter values can be extracted from data or obsolete documentation, and 
expertise of the system users or designers (where available) can be collected. 

Davis and Aiken (2000) partition a major portion of the DRE literature into three areas: translation algorithms 
and methodologies, tools, and application-specific experiences. Translation algorithm development in early DRE 
efforts involved manual rearrangement or reformatting of data fields, which was inefficient and error-prone 
(Davis and Aiken 2000). Publication of the relational data model (Codd 1970) provided theoretical support for 
research in automated discovery of relational dependencies (Casanova and Sa 1983; Silva and Melkanoff 1979). 
In the early 1980s, focus shifted to translation of relations to E/R diagrams (Dumpala and Arora 1981; Melkanoff 
and Zaniolo 1980). Given the early successes with translation using the relational data model, DRE translation 
techniques were applied to flat file databases (Casanova and Sa 1983; Davis and Arora 1985) within domains 
such as enterprise schemas (Klug 1980). The aforementioned problem of re-engineering legacy code to reveal 
data relationships and database schema was discussed by Nilsson in the context of COBOL code (Nilsson 1985). 

Although DRE translation algorithms were usually based on a homogeneous data model, DRE methodologies 
were applied to heterogeneous data models, for example, in the context of a semantic data model that involves 
simple transformation of the data without revealing its high-level semantics (Navathe and Awong 1988). 
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Alternatively, the relational model only could be used as input (Johannesson and Kalman 1989). Due to previous 
establishment of the E/R model as a conceptual tool, reengineering of legacy relational database systems to 
produce E/R models became a focus of DRE in the late 1980s (Davis and Arora 1987). Additionally, information 
content analysis was applied to databases, allowing more effective access to gather higher-level information from 
data (Boulanger and March 1989). 

DRE in the 1990s was enhanced by cross-fertilization with software engineering. Chikofsky (1990) developed a 
taxonomy for reverse engineering that includes DRE methodologies and also highlights available DRE tools. 
DRE formalisms were better defined, and the focus began to shift toward DRE’s interaction with the human user 
(Hainaut 1991). The emphasis continued to be on the relational data model, in particular, extraction of E/R and 
schema from relational databases (Chiang et al. 1994; Markowitz and Makowsky 1990; Song and Froehlich 
1995). Applications focus continued to be placed on legacy systems, including DoD applications (Aiken et al. 
1994). Research in DRE tools proliferated, resulting in systems such as August-II (data model reverse 
engineering (Davis 1995)), DB-MAIN (programmable CASE tool for database engineering (Englebert and 
Hainaut 1999)), and tools for translation of relational databases (Chiang et al. 1994). 

An important trend in software engineering research is the use of program analysis or program comprehension. 
The original goal was to help programmers understand how existing programs work and how they would be 
affected by proposed modifications, but applications to reverse engineering are straightforward. Several 
approaches have been proposed for program comprehension and in the last few years there has been a 
considerable effort to automate the same. The most important techniques include program slicing (Horwitz and 
Reps 1992), cliché recognition (Wills 1994), and pattern matching (Paul and Prakash 1994), besides the more 
conventional approaches of lexical and syntactic analysis. Slicing is a data flow analysis derivative that helps 
understand what an existing program does and how it works by reducing the available code to only those lines 
that manipulate a certain set of program points of interest (e.g., input and output variables and their dependants).  

Clichés are commonly used computational structures in programs. Examples of clichés include: list enumeration, 
binary search, and common data structures such as hash table and priority queues. Since clichés have well–
known properties and behaviour, cliché recognition allows an experienced programmer to reconstruct the 
program’s design and comprehend it. Commonly occurring programming patterns are encoded in terms of data 
and control flow constraints and stored in a cliché library. Recognition is achieved by parsing the flow graph of 
the program in accordance to the language grammar. Attribute and constraint checking with the cliché library is 
interleaved with the parsing. 

Pattern matching is a technique that identifies interesting patterns and their dependencies in the code. For 
example, conditional control structures such as if..then..else,  or case statements may encode business 
knowledge, whereas data type declarations and class or structure definitions can provide valuable information 
about the names, data types, and structure of concepts represented in an underlying database. Interesting 
programming patterns are stored in templates using a so-called ‘pattern language’. Pattern matching works by 
transforming both the source code and the pattern templates into syntax trees. A code pattern recognizer 
performs the matching of patterns from the templates against patterns in the source code. Coupled with program 
dependence graphs, a language independent program representation, slicing, cliché recognition, and pattern 
matching are valuable tools for extracting semantic information from application code.  

In the late 1990s, object-oriented DRE was explored in terms of discovering objects in legacy systems using 
function-, data-, and object-driven objectification (Wiggerts et al. 1997). Applications of DRE continued to 
grow, particularly in identification and remediation of the Y2K bug. The recent focus of DRE is more 
applicative, for example, mining of large data repositories (Dayani-Fard and Jurisica 1998), analysis of legacy 
systems (Hensley and Davis 2000) or network databases (Moh 2000), and extraction of business rules hidden 
within legacy systems (Shao and Pound 1999). Current research in the area focuses on developing powerful DRE 
tools, refining heuristics to yield fewer missing constructs, and developing techniques for reengineering legacy 
systems into distributed applications. Development of SEEK emphasizes understanding of legacy semantics, as 
discussed in Section 5.2. 
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4.2 Wrapper Technology 
The SEEK wrapper (Papakonstantinou et al. 1995; Rashid 1997) accepts queries expressed in the legacy source 
language and schema and converts them into queries or requests understood by the source. When a result is being 
returned by the source, the wrapper converts the data from the source format into a representation consistent with 
the schema corresponding to the Analysis Module information model, which is expressed using XML. The 
mappings that underlie query and data transformations are determined by the SEEK DRE module.  

One can identify several important commonalties among wrappers for different data sources, which make 
wrapper development more efficient and allow the data management architecture to be modular and highly 
scalable. These are important prerequisites for supporting numerous legacy sources, many of which have 
parameters or structure that could initially be unknown. Thus, the wrapper development process must be partially 
guided by human expertise, especially for non-relational legacy sources.  

A naïve approach involves hard-coding wrappers to effect a pre-wired configuration, thus optimizing code for 
these modules with respect to the specifics of the underlying source. However, this yields inefficient 
development, with poor extensibility and maintainability. Instead, the SEEK development effort employs an 
implementational toolkit such as Stanford University’s TSIMMIS Wrapper Development Toolkit (Hammer et al. 
1995; Papakonstantinou et al. 1995), which is based on translation templates written in a high-level specification 
language. Using the TSIMMIS toolkit, Hammer has developed value-added wrappers for sources such as DBMS, 
online libraries, and the Web (Hammer et al. 1997a; Hammer et al. 1997b; Hammer et al. 1997c).  

Existing wrapper development technologies exploit the fact that wrappers share a basic set of source-independent 
functions that are provided by their toolkits. For example, in TSIMMIS, all wrappers share a parser for incoming 
queries, a query processor for post-processing of results, and a component for composing the result. Source-
specific information is expressed as templates written in a high-level specification language. Templates are 
parameterized queries together with their translations, including a specification of the format of the result. Thus, 
the TSIMMIS researchers have isolated the only component of the wrapper that requires human development 
assistance, namely, the connection between the wrapper and the source, which is highly specialized yet requires 
relatively little coding effort. 

In addition to the TSIMMIS-based wrapper development, numerous other projects have been investigating tools 
for wrapper generation and content extraction including researchers at the University of Maryland (Gruser et al. 
1998; Rashid 1997) (funded under DARPA's I3 program), USC/ISI (Ashish and Knoblock 1997; Gruser et al. 
1998; Sahuguet and Azavant 1998), and University of Pennsylvania (Sahuguet and Azavant 1998). In addition, 
artificial intelligence (Kushmerick et al. 1997), machine learning, and natural language processing communities 
(Califf and Mooney 1998; Mooney 1999) have developed methodologies that can be applied in wrapper 
development toolkits to infer and learn structural information from legacy sources. 

5. EXAMPLE AND DESCRIPTION OF SEEK OPERATION 
In this section, SEEK operations to extract legacy data and compose a result in response to a query from the Hub 
are described in detail. 

5.1 Example: Data Extraction and Composition for Scheduling 
In addition to extracting data from legacy systems and drawing inferences about relationships between and 
among the data, SEEK adds value through project scheduling decision support. This decision support 
functionality takes place in the Analysis Module (AM), which takes the data extracted from legacy systems as 
input to optimization-based scheduling algorithms. This section describes the how the AM interacts with the Hub 
and legacy systems via a set of queries in order to provide interactive decision support capabilities between the 
Hub and various firms involved in a project. 
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  QH  –  (R: Projected Start, Finish, Cost | Proj. ID, Task ID, Desired 
Start (DS), Desired Finish, Budget) 

Hub Query 

Identify Firm & Activity (Resource) from (Proj. ID, Task ID)   
Res. ID (mapping inside AM): MQ(R: Res. Validation/Change | Res. ID) 

MQ – (R: Start, 
Finish, Cost | Res. ID, 

Task ID) 

Has (Res. ID) been Scheduled 
for (TaskID)? 

None Available 

Yes 
Does (Start = DS)?

Yes 

Return 
(Projected 

Finish, Cost) 
to Hub 

No 

Return (Start, 
Finish, Cost) to 

Hub: Await 
Response 

Compute new firm schedule for project (Assume: Materials ID, Units of 
material available from query stored in AM) 

Compute Resource Requirements, R_R; MQ – (R: Production rate | Material 
ID).  R_R = Units/Prod. Rate 

Retrieve current schedule: MQ – (R: Firm Work Policy, Si, Fi, R_Ri, DDi, CPi 
for all i: DS - /2  Si  DS + /2,  is time window size) 

Invoke scheduling algorithm (Policy Decision) 

Return (Start, 
Finish, Cost) to 

Hub: Await 
Response 

Analysis 
Module (AM) 

Return (Schedule) 
to Firm: Await 

Response 

Notation: 
MQ – Mediated Query from AM to firm 
QH – Query from Hub to AM 
Si, Fi – Start finish date for the firm’s planned job i 
R_Ri – Resource requirement for firm’s planned job i 
DDi – Due Date for firm’s planned job i 
CPi – Cost parameters for job i (e.g., cost per day late, cost per labor hour) 
(R: Answer | Input) – Retrieve Answer, given Input data 

 
FIG.5: Schematic of query in Analysis Module 

To illustrate the types of automated decision support SEEK can provide, consider a scenario in which a decision 
support tool (i.e., the Hub) is directed to construct a project schedule based on its knowledge of the various 
activities required by the project as well as the project’s desired start and finish dates and budget. Within this 
scenario, a schematic of the flow of information and sequence of events between a query by the Hub to the Firm 
is provided in Figure 5. Each project is assigned a unique project identification number (PID). Associated with a 
PID is a set of tasks required for completion of the project, and each task contains a unique task identification 
number (TID). In order to initiate project scheduling at the Hub, for each TID, the Hub must first determine the 
scope of possible start and finish times and the costs associated with any unique start and finish time pair. The 
scope of possible start/finish times and task costs is ascertained through a request from the Hub to the AM of the 
form 

 (Request: Start, Finish, Cost | PID, TID, Desired Start, Desired Finish, Budget). 

In this hub query, the parameters PID, TID, Desired Start, Desired Finish and Budget are provided by the hub 
(input parameters); the parameters Start, Finish, and Cost must be computed by the AM (output parameters). (For 
clarity the actual query, which is represented as an XML document, is not shown in Figure 5). The above query 
triggers several actions in the AM, beginning with the identification of the unique firm and activity (or resource) 
associated with the unique (PID, TID) pair. The unique firm and activity are mapped to a unique resource 
identification number (RID) in the AM. The first thing the AM does is validates whether the RID is indeed 
correct using a mediated query (MQ) to the firm that owns the RID. The firm either confirms that the RID is 
correct or it responds with a different, appropriate RID. Upon validating the proper RID, the AM then queries the 
firm as to whether the RID has been scheduled to complete the TID. If the firm response indicates that the TID 
has been scheduled, the AM then queries the firms as to whether the scheduled start date equals the desired start 
requested by the hub. If it does, the AM responds to the Hub with the currently planned start/finish pair and 
projected task. If the projected start date of the TID does not match the desired start requested by the firm, the 
firm returns the projected start/finish and cost, and waits for a response from the Hub as to whether the projected 
finish and cost are acceptable, or whether further analysis and/or options are required.  

If the TID has not yet been scheduled for the RID, the AM then sends a mediated query to the firm of the form 

 (Request: Start, Finish, Cost | RID, TID) 

As before, Stat and Finish are the expected output parameters, RID and TID are the input parameters. The end 
result of this query is a response to the Hub with an array of potential start/finish and cost combinations for the 
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TID. The way in which this end result is accomplished depends on the level of sophistication of the firm’s legacy 
systems. If the legacy system has a sufficient degree of sophistication, the characterization of possible start/finish 
and cost combinations is done entirely within the firm’s systems and is simply returned to the Hub through the 
AM. In many cases, however, the legacy system will not have the decision support capabilities required to 
provide such analyses, and so the AM will have the capability to perform this analysis on behalf of the firm. In 
such cases, the AM task scheduling sub-module executes the creation of schedule options for the TID.  

The AM task scheduling sub-module will have the capability to extract information regarding the availability of 
the relevant RID over time, or equivalently, the firm’s future working schedule for the RID. Associated with 
each TID, in addition to the RID, is (possibly) a required material (or material group) and the number of units 
required of the material (we use the term “material” loosely. This material may not in all cases consist of a 
physical material in the traditional sense; rather it may imply some required activity such as physical labor). In 
order for the AM to determine the time required by the RID to complete the TID, the AM first queries the firm to 
determine the output rate associated with the RID and material ID combination. The AM then computes the 
RID’s resource requirement for the TID by dividing the number of units of material output required by the output 
rate. Once the AM has determined both the firm’s planned work schedule for the RID and the resource 
requirements for performing the TID, the AM then invokes a scheduling algorithm based on predetermined 
policy specifications (a policy specification may be as simple as “schedule earliest due date first,” for example) 
to determine a feasible start/finish cost combination for the TID. The scheduling algorithm can be re-run several 
times with different policy rules or parameters, in order to provide an array of potential start/finish and cost 
combination options from which the Hub may select. Before returning the array of start/finish and cost 
combinations to the Hub, the AM communicates this information to the firm for validation, if so desired by the 
firm. The firm is then free to return the proposed array back to the Hub (through the AM) or to modify the 
recommendations before returning them to the Hub.  
 

1

4

Subcontractor Resource Availability

 
FIG.6:  Snapshot of our SEEK prototype, illustrating a query about resource availability. Query results reflect 
data extracted and composed following analysis in Analysis Module. 

Once a menu of possible start/finish and cost combinations is returned to the Hub for each TID associated with a 
PID, the Hub then invokes a project scheduling algorithm to determine which start/finish pairs it will select for 
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each TID. This information is then finally transmitted back to the AM, which returns the final schedule 
information back to the firms. It is, of course, possible that the collection of options returned to the Hub for all 
TIDs is incompatible and that no feasible schedule exists that satisfies project budget and/or precedence 
constraints. Such occurrences will necessitate a schedule reconciliation procedure at the Hub, in which the Hub 
must first determine which TIDs led to the constraint violations, and must then initiate a set of queries to the 
affected firms requesting additional schedule options (the Hub may at the same time “suggest” or request certain 
time windows for performing the affected TIDs, which are compatible with the other project tasks). Figure 6 
shows a snapshot of a sample hub-AM interaction using the SEEK prototype. In this particular interaction, the 
hub is requesting information about the availability of a resource belonging to a particular project (PID) and 
Activity (AID). For debugging purposes, the hub query and AM result are also shown in their native XML 
representation. 

5.2 Data Reverse Engineering in the Context of a Project Management Example 
This section describes the DRE activities that occur inside the KEM in order to configure the SEEK wrapper and 
Analysis Module to support the Hub query and data processing activities described immediately above. 

Continuing the preceding example, the AM depends on KEM for the following two important items: (1) 
information about which data are available in the legacy systems in the firm - this will determine the algorithm 
used by the AM to satisfy a request from the Hub; and (2) a configured wrapper that can understand the mediated 
queries (MQ) and convert them into requests against the underlying legacy source, for further processing. The 
mediated queries are expressed in terms of the conceptual AM information model shown in Figure 7, and must 
be converted into equivalent queries represented by the information model of the legacy system. When the result 
is produced in the legacy source, it must be converted back into a representation that is consistent with the 
information model used by the AM. For the example above, a sample information model used by the AM is 
shown in Figure 7. 
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TASK

SCHEDULE

RESOURCE
MATERIAL
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P_ID

Total_Cost

Specified_Start
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Unit_Cost
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Attributes in 
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S_ID

Confirmed

Unit_Cost
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FIG.7: Information Model for AM for the example in Sec. 5a. 

Figure 7 contains the entity-relationship (E/R) diagram representation of the Analysis Module information 
model. The purpose of this model is to provide a rigorous formalism for describing all interactions between 
objects in the project management schema (SA), because there is a fixed reference for extracting data from legacy 
sources. The entities in Figure 7 are Project, Task, Material, Schedule, Resource, and Availability. Attributes of 
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entities are specified within ovals whose outline is solid (dotted) if the attribute is time-invariant (resp. is derived 
or varies during a given project timeframe). Diamonds denote relations whose arity (e.g., 1-to-N, M-to-N) is 
specified on the links that the relation uses to connect two entities. For example, Resource is linked to 
Availability by the relation Has, whose arity is 1-to-M. This means that a given resource can have one or more 
availability intervals with associated Units Available and Unit Cost of the resource. A construction Material 
(e.g., brick or tile) is assumed to be constantly available, and has cost that does not vary within the scope of a 
project. In contrast, a Resource denotes human effort and thus has a Schedule to satisfy Task (and, therefore, 
Project) requirements, as well as a list of Availability intervals with associated cost. In this initial model, 
simplifying assumptions are made about Materials in order to constrain the analysis complexity. When modelling 
a situation where material availability is restricted and cost varies, the Resource entity can be used to describe a 
given Material. Thus, Figure 7 depicts an information model that accounts for all practical eventualities in 
construction project management. 

To satisfy both requirements, the KEM employs a DRE methodology to extract schema information about the 
legacy source. The resulting schema as well as any available application code is processed by a semantic 
analyser to elicit the necessary semantics to be able to relate the source schema to the information model used by 
AM. In order to gain access to the firm and perform DRE, the KEM needs a simple wrapper to jumpstart the 
extraction process. A generic wrapper that can access the source (e.g., a wrapper using the JDBC call-level 
interface to connect to a MS Project application) is assumed. The generic wrapper is later configured by the 
KEM to be used by the AM at run-time. 

5.2.1 Data Reverse Engineering in SEEK 

This section describes how DRE is conducted in the context of the example in section 5.1, and continues with an 
outline of the semantic analysis procedure. The first step of DRE is the extraction of schema information from 
the legacy source, which in this example is a Microsoft Project application. The outcome of this step is a 
syntactic description of the relational database schema used by the Microsoft Project application for persistent 
storage of the project information. The full schema for the MS Project Database is accessible at:  
http://www.microsoft.com/office/project/prk/2000/Download/VisioHTM/P9_dbd_frame.htm 

The SEEK approach to schema inferencing is based on the algorithms described by Chiang (Chiang 1995; 
Chiang et al. 1994) and Petit (Petit et al. 1996). The implementation of Chiang’s algorithm is relatively 
straightforward, despite its tendency to redefine standard terms in nonstandard ways. Petit’s algorithm is less 
completely reported than Chiang’s, and uses Markowitz and Makowsky's (1990) method for extracting an 
extended entity-relationship (EER) diagram, but was found to be useful as a check on Chiang’s algorithm. For 
purposes of brevity, only the schema extraction process is exemplified. 

Our schema inferencing algorithm was applied to a Microsoft Project schema, as shown in the following 
stepwise description. Three assumptions are required, namely: 

• The relational schema is in 3NF; 

• Key attributes are consistently named; and 

• One must be able to run queries on the legacy database. Hence, the database must be available and 
capable of processing queries. This implies knowledge of QL in Figure 3. 

Step 1: Extracting Schema Information from the Legacy Source 

The data dictionary, which is stored in the underlying database as a relational table, is queried to obtain relation 
and attribute names used by the application. DRE then finds all attributes that have non-null constraints and 
whose values are unique, which are called candidate keys. The primary keys are discovered via user input, as 
follows. If there is only one candidate key per entity, then that candidate key is the primary key. Otherwise, all 
candidate keys are presented to the user, who can (a) indicate the primary keys, or (b) include additional keys.  

As a result, the following relations were obtained from the MS-Project schema: 

MSP-Project [PROJ_ID, .... ] 

MSP-Availability [PROJ_ID, AVAIL_UID, .... ]  
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MSP-Resources [PROJ_ID, RES_UID,  .... ] 

MSP-Tasks [PROJ_ID, TASK_UID,  .... ] 

MSP-Assignment [PROJ_ID, ASSN_UID,  .... ] 

Step 2: Classification of the Relations 

In this step, the primary key (PK) of each of the relations obtained in Step 1 is examined and compared with the 
primary keys (PK) of other relations to identify strong and weak entities, as well as specific and regular relations. 
According to Chiang’s definition, a strong entity’s PK does not properly contain a key of any other relation, 
whereas weak entities and specific relationships are defined by the following multiple conditions. 

A Weak Entity (WE) relation ρ has multiple attributes in its PK and satisfies the following three conditions:  
• A proper subset of ρ’s PK contains keys of other strong or weak entities; 

• The remaining attributes of ρ’s PK do not contain a key of any other relation; and 

• ρ has an identifying owner and properly contains the PK of its owner relation. User input is 
required to confirm these relationships. 

If conditions 1) and 2) are satisfied, but condition 3) is not satisfied, then a Specific Relationship (SP) exists. A 
Regular Relation (RR) has a PK that is formed completely by concatenating the PKs of other entity relations. As 
a result, the following classification is obtained: 

• Strong Entities: MSP_Project. 

• Weak Entities: MSP-Resources, MSP-Tasks, and MSP_Availability.  

• Specific Relationship: MSP-Assignment. 

For efficiency, one can first use the PK to classify those strong and regular relations that have the PK of strong 
entities. Then, if the PK attributes appear as component(s) of the candidate keys for some other strong entities, 
this is a regular relationship. 

Step 3: Classification of the Attributes.  

Attributes are classified first if they are the attributes of the relation’s primary key. Depending on the type of 
relation, the attribute classification can be further refined. We distinguish between the following attribute types: 

Primary key attributes (PKA) are the attributes of strong entities’ primary keys, or a weak entity relation’s 
primary key that are also keys of some other strong or weak entity type and those attributes of relationship 
relation’s primary keys that are also components of the key of other entity relations. Dangling key attributes 
(DKA) are attributes of the primary key of a weak entity relation that does not appear as a key of other relations. 
Foreign key attributes (FKA) occur when a non-primary key attribute (probably composite) appears as the key of 
another (strong or weak) relation. Non-key attributes (NKA) are those attributes that cannot be classified as 
PKA, DKA, or FKA. We obtain the following attribute classification for our example, summarized in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Attribute classification. 
 PKA DKA GKA FKA NKA 
MS-Project Proj_ID    
MS-Resources Proj_ID Res_uid   
MS-Tasks Proj_ID Task_uid   
MS- Availability Proj_ID Avail_uid  Res_uid+Proj_ID 
MS-Assignment Proj_ID  Assn_uid Res_uid+Proj_ID, 

Task_uid+Proj_ID 

All the 
remaining 
attributes 
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Step 4:  Inclusion Dependencies (Referential Integrity Constraints)  

If A and B are two relations and if X and Y are attributes or a set of attributes of A and B respectively, then the 
number of attributes in X should be equal to the number of attributes in Y. Here, the notation A.X << B.Y 
denotes that a set of values appearing in A.X is a subset of B.Y. 

Inclusion dependencies are discovered by proposing all possible inclusion dependencies, assuming that A and B 
are two strong entity relations: 

• If A and B have the same key X, then A.X << B.X or B.X << A.X is possible. This is used to 
identify is-a relationships and generalization hierarchies. 

• If the key X of a strong or weak entity appears as a foreign key x of another relation B, there may 
be an inclusion dependency between B.x and A.X (i.e., B.x << A.X). This is used to identify 
binary relations represented by foreign keys. 

• If the primary key attributes (X) of a relationship relation or a weak entity (S), appear as a key (X) 
of a strong/weak entity (A), then S.X << A.X may hold. This determines the owner of entities of 
weak entities, and determines the participating entity types for relationship types corresponding to 
relationship relations. 

Also, if a set of non-key attributes appears in two distinct relations, then there may be an inclusion dependency 
representing a binary relationship. User input is required to resolve this.  

After inclusion dependencies are discovered, invalid inclusion dependencies must be rejected. For each proposed 
inclusion dependency, one formulates two SQL queries that are issued on the target DBMS. Query results help 
reject invalid inclusion dependencies. Foreign key attributes that do not appear in any valid inclusion 
dependencies are classified as NKA. Projection and transitivity are used to remove redundant inclusion 
dependencies. This step obviates mistaken identification of participating entity types and identification of 
redundant IS-A relationships. For example, a << b and b << c implies that a << c. 

The inclusion dependencies discovered in the example are listed as follows: 

MSP_Assignment [Task_uid, Proj_ID] << MSP_Tasks [Task_uid, Proj_ID] 

MSP_Assignment [Res_uid, Proj_ID]  << MSP_Resources [Res_uid, Proj_ID] 

MSP_Availability [Res_uid, Proj_ID]  << MSP_Resources [Res_uid, Proj_ID] 

MSP_Resources [Proj_ID]  << MSP_Project [Proj_ID] 

MSP_Tasks [Proj_ID]  << MSP_Project [Proj_ID] 

MSP_Assignment [Proj_ID]  << MSP_Project [Proj_ID] 

MSP_Availability [Proj_ID]  << MSP_Project [Proj_ID] 

The latter two inclusion dependencies are removed on the basis of transitivity. 

Step 5: Identify Entity Types 

Strong and weak entities, together with their owners, are identified by the following rules, given that strong 
(weak) entity relations associate strong (weak) entities: 

• For each weak entity relation, a weak entity type is identified with the Dangling Key Attribute 
(DKA) as the key attribute.    

• The owner of a weak entity type is determined by referring to inclusion dependencies.  

• A weak entity and its identifying owner are related through an identifying relationship and always 
labelled dependent. 

As a result, the Entity types in the ongoing example were identified as follows: 

Strong entities: MSP_Project with Proj_ID as its key. 
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Weak entities:  MSP_Tasks with Task_uid as its key and MSP_Project as its owner.  

 MSP_Resources with Res_uid as its key and MSP_Project as its owner 

 MSP_Availability with Avail_uid as key and MSP_Resources as owner. 

Step 6: Identify Relationship Types 

Default cardinality ratios are assigned as follows: 
• One-to-one (1:1) for a IS-A and Inclusion relationships 

• One-to-many (1:N) for relationships identified through FKs, and inclusion dependencies between 
NKAs. 

• One-to-many  (1:N) binary relationships between weak entities and their owner. 

• Many-to-many (N:M) for relations that were specific or regular relationships. 

The following relationship types were identified in the example: 
• 1:N relationships for weak entity types: Between MSP_Project and MSP_Tasks, between 

MSP_Project and MSP_Resources, and between MSP_Resources and MSP_Availabilty 

• Relationships represented by a Specific relationship relation: Since two inclusion dependencies 
involving MSP_Assignment exist (i.e., between Task and Assignment and between Resource and 
Assignment), there is no need to define a new entity. Thus, MSP_Assignment becomes a N:M 
relationship between MSP_Tasks and MSP_Resources. 

 

Proj_ID Res_UID

MSP_PROJECTS MSP_RESOURCESUse 
1 N 

MSP_TASKS MSP_AVAILABILITY

Has Have

1 

N 

MSP_ 
ASSIGN 

M 

N 

Task_UID Avail_UID

  
FIG.8: E/R diagram obtained by applying our DRE algorithm to a Microsoft Project implementation. 

Step 7:  Assign NKA 

Non-key attributes are assigned on the basis of (a) relation type, (b) whether or not the relation contains FK’s, 
and (c) the meaning of NKA(s) in the relations. All NKAs except those containing FK are assigned 
automatically. In the case of relations that contain FKs, user input is required to confirm the assignment. 

As a result, all the Non Key Attributes can be attached to particular entities. NKAs are not shown here for the 
sake of legibility and simplicity. 
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Step 8: Generate the E/R Diagram 

The resulting E/R diagram is shown in Figure 8. This diagram is isomorphic to the Analysis Module information 
model of Figure 7. Thus, the schema extraction algorithm exemplified herein produces the required schema for 
the legacy source. 

5.2.2 Semantic Analysis 

The goal of semantic analysis is to identify existing correspondences between the legacy schema obtained by 
DRE and the Analysis Module’s information model and identify the meaning of the entities in the extracted 
schema. This process is discussed in detail below and is diagrammed schematically in Figure 9.  

The SEEK approach to DRE represents significant improvement on prior methods due to the use of semantic 
analysis in conjunction with schema extraction. In the past, semantic analysis has been performed manually, with 
high cost in relationship to the resultant benefit. This traditional method is unacceptable in SEEK, due to (a) the 
need for efficiency given the constantly changing nature of planned SEEK applications, (b) the tendency of 
legacy systems to be modified unpredictably, and (c) the expected approach of iteratively discovering new 
material in legacy sources. Thus, in the high-level view of SEEK’s complete DRE process shown in Figure 9, 
there are three primary sub-processes – DRE Schema Extraction, Semantic Analyzer, and User Input. DRE is the 
data reverse engineering process whose underlying algorithm was discussed and exemplified in the preceding 
section. Semantic Analysis is a procedure that takes as input the Analysis Module schema SA and Legacy Source 
schema SL, then examines each object in SL in terms of each object in SA to determine correspondences and 
meaning of each correspondence and extract business knowledge from the legacy system. Prohibitive complexity 
of correspondence matching is avoided at the outset by exploiting naming clues (e.g., Resource in SA 
corresponds to MSP_Resource in MS-Project). 
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FIG. 9:  Notional diagram of semantic matching between analysis model schema SA and legacy system schema 
SL using a correspondence engine and three resultant actions (Use, Discard, or Revise) keyed to correspondence 
engine output. 

In order to determine correspondences between elements in SA and SL, a matching engine used to produce an 
interval representation of the match (e.g., a score ranging from zero to one). By thresholding the score, regions of 
exact match, approximate match, indeterminate match, and no match can be segmented. The corresponding 
thresholds in Figure 9 for exact match and no match are te and tn, respectively. An indeterminate match results 
from the correspondence engine not being able to determine enough of the object parameters to compute a 
matching score. The matching engine uses a hierarchical clustering model for clustering objects in the multi-
dimensional metric space. Equivalence of data objects within the individual clusters is determined using a 
number of distance functions that calculate the semantic distances among the objects based on their attribute 
values. The matching engine has been developed and tested in a separated Integration Project called IWIZ 
(Hammer and Pluempitiwiriyawej 2001; Pluempitiwiriyawej and Hammer 2001) and is being configured for use 
in SEEK. 
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In Figure 9, User Input is invoked for resolving indeterminate matches via one of three possible actions – use 
(exact match or good-enough approximate match clarified by user input), discard (no match or approximate 
match that is too ambiguous to be clarified by user input), and revise (approximate match that user doesn’t know 
how to dispose of, but will resolve at a later time). This user input will be mediated via a simple GUI that will 
maintain an audit trail of correspondence resolution decisions. In future development, this audit trail will be used 
as input to a machine-learning algorithm that will help improve the accuracy of the correspondence resolution 
engine. 

Additional semantic information about the extracted schema is obtained through code mining. The SEEK 
approach to mining semantic information from source code is based on the following premise: somewhere in the 
application code there are output statements that are related to report generation or display of query results. With 
the help of the output message string, which usually describes the variable being displayed, semantic information 
about that variable can be obtained. The task that remains is to trace this particular variable and find the 
statement in the program responsible for giving a value to this variable. Further, such statements could be part of 
extracting data sets from the result set of a query. Thus semantic information could be associated with a 
particular column of the database table being accessed in the query. 

Program slicing (first developed by Horwitz and Reps (1992)) is used to prune the size of the code under 
consideration. In particular, by first identifying each output statement and the variable being displayed, backward 
slicing is used to produce only those program statements that affect the value of the output variable. Traversal of 
the program dependence graph then allows us to associate the output variable and its semantic meaning with the 
corresponding database query. This association between output variable and query allows us augment the 
semantic of the extracted source schema and to formulate a unique mapping between the source schema and the 
schema used by the analysis module. User input provides guidance and final validation for correctness. 

Future extensions to SEEK DRE are to extract business rules. Sneed and Erdos (1996) define a business rule as 
an axiom by which a business decision is made or through which a business result is calculated. Since the 
outcome of a business decision usually affects one or more variables, a business rule can be thought of as a 
function that generates these values. One simple heuristic to identify all the business rules embedded in source 
code is to slice the code based on all input and output variables. Other possible heuristics for business rule 
extraction include inserting points in the code where the input data is delegated to different processing units and 
using the end point of a procedure (see, for example, Huang et al. (1996)). The problem of extracting business 
rules is challenging, but represents a significant extension to SEEK capabilities by allowing richer processing of 
the legacy information.  

6. CONCLUSIONS 
SEEK provides a structured approach using data reverse engineering (DRE) and wrapper development 
technologies to overcome the challenges of integrating (a narrow range of) information resident in heterogeneous 
legacy sources across the construction supply chain. Its modular architecture provides several important 
capabilities: 

• Rapid configuration with limited set-up: SEEK can be rapidly configured to query a wide variety 
of legacy systems, removing the burden of set-up and integration that exists with current, manual 
techniques. 

• Connection to physically and semantically heterogeneous sources: SEEK can automatically 
discover data and knowledge in a wide variety of legacy sources. 

• Composition of knowledge: Via the Analysis Module, SEEK can compose answers to queries from 
the hub, extending the capabilities of the underlying legacy sources. 

• Protection of source-specific, proprietary knowledge: SEEK establishes a layer between the source 
and end user, protecting details of source representation. Access is also set at the source level, 
further protecting privacy. 

Developed under an on-going project, SEEK currently exists as a functional prototype with abilities to discover 
source schema in heterogeneous scheduling applications. It is being extended using sample data from a project 
on the University of Florida campus in cooperation with the construction manager Centex Rooney and several 
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subcontractors and suppliers. The data testbed developed with these firms will allow rigorous testing of the 
capabilities of the SEEK toolkit. 

SEEK provides important contributions to the theory of knowledge capture and integration. The difficulty of 
(semi-)automatically linking salient knowledge resident in legacy systems with decision-support systems is well 
known. The differences in schema and data representation both across legacy systems and between legacy 
systems and decision support tools have been difficult to resolve in theory given the complexity of the problem. 
Since data modelling is inherently subjective and guided by many different requirements, there are innumerable 
ways to represent the same data (Kent 1989). Thus knowledge capture and information integration 
methodologies have to-date relied heavily on human input. Current contributions to theory lie in our 
development of new algorithms for extraction of semantic knowledge and business rules from application code 
that go beyond current practices such as pattern matching and code slicing.  

SEEK also represents a contribution to the practice of enterprise information integration. Prior to SEEK, 
integration in practice was achievable only through significant programmatic effort with little reusability of code. 
By providing an automated approach, SEEK represents an important step towards building scalable sharing 
architectures that can be configured with less human effort, fewer errors, and in shorter time than with current 
manual integration techniques. Further, by operating with heterogeneous legacy sources, SEEK provides a basis 
for rapid deployment of decision support tools for use by business networks of varying size, composition, and 
sophistication.  
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